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Message from the current CEO: Tom Hamilton  

Dear Applicant,  

Thank you for your interest in the Kyalami Schools Group (KSG). As a prospective CEO of our Group, this 

pack is prepared to give you an insight of the organisation, what makes us unique and what it is like to be 

part of our group of schools.  

The KSG comprises: 

● Nursery Schools: Beaulieu Nursery School and Kyalami Preparatory Nursery School 

● Preparatory Schools: Beaulieu Preparatory School and Kyalami Preparatory School 

● College: Beaulieu College 

Each of our five divisions has its own Head and Campus Management Team. The role of the CEO entails 

supporting, guiding and advising our Heads as required and also entails direct leadership of the Head 

Office, where Finance, HR, Marketing, Admissions, Academics and Innovation, IT and Facilities 

Management are centred.  

We are proud to offer a quality independent education to our diverse community in the northern suburbs 

of Johannesburg. Our schools are resourced to the highest level and are staffed with dedicated, skilled and  

committed teachers, ensuring the education on offer is amongst the very best available anywhere in the 

world.  

Underpinning all that we do as a group of schools is the belief and conviction that all children can be 

successful at school and they should be encouraged to make the most of their talents. Academic success 

is valued highly,  but it is also our belief that the all-round development of each child is just as important. 

Our vision is to be a community of schools developing GLOBAL ACHIEVERS and we do this by striving to 

develop confident, resilient individuals who contribute to the local community, are globally competitive and 

carry a global perspective.  

In the past two years, we have redefined our strategy and that strategy is being cascaded into our five 

campuses this year through a recently introduced performance management system. A Group Facilities 

function was also established at the start of this year and we are about to implement an integrated financial 

management system that will link all of our divisions for the first time. The new Indoor Sports Centre at 

Beaulieu College will also be opened this year, a key aspect of the new KSG Sports Strategy. 

We are seeking an educational executive who has a strong strategic and business development skill set. 

They should also possess strong interpersonal skills and be committed to the Diversity, Equity and 

Inclusion strategy of the company.   

Yours sincerely, 

  

Tom Hamilton 

 

  



 

 

The Family of Schools  

Background  

The Kyalami Schools NPC (otherwise known as the Kyalami Schools Group) was established in 2012 from 

the merger of Beaulieu Preparatory School, Kyalami Nursery School and Beaulieu College. The Kyalami 

Schools Group (KSG) consists of five divisions, all of them English medium co-educational independent 

schools, namely  Beaulieu Nursery School, Kyalami Preparatory Nursery School, Beaulieu Preparatory, 

Kyalami Preparatory and Beaulieu College – all located in the pristine countryside north of Johannesburg,  

South Africa. Over the past decade the Board and Executive of the KSG have devoted considerable energy 

into strengthening the Group’s value proposition and ensuring that best practice is carried throughout all 

divisions.   

Through a friendly, caring environment, KSG provides a holistic approach to education. The Group strives 

to provide the local community with schools where pupils are actively engaged in the learning process by 

creative, caring and skilled teachers. The  KSG has approximately 1550 pupils currently. Each child is 

treated as an individual, and is valued for what they can achieve academically, physically, socially and 

emotionally. While we have high academic and behavioural expectations, we  also believe every child can 

succeed in many varied areas. Relatively small class sizes and capable teachers encourage the pupils  to 

grow and develop to their full potential.  

The Board of Directors invites applications from which to select a new inspirational, dynamic CEO, who is 

committed to 21st century thinking and is passionate about investing in the lives of our students, producing 

well-rounded individuals with self-respect, empathy and capacity for critical thinking. More than this, we 

are looking to appoint a leader with strong strategic capability and also with a firm commitment to the 

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion strategy of the group.  

The Group is accredited by the International Examinations Board (IEB) as well as the Independent 

Schools Association of South  Africa (ISASA) and UMALUSI.  

Vision: A Community of Schools Developing Global Achievers  

Core Values  

● Integrity  

● Consistency  

● Accountability  

● Respect  

● Excellence  

Staff, Management and Governance  

 

Staff: There are 160 academic staff, and a total of 67 administrative and support staff across the five 

divisions and our Head Office.   

Management: All Campus Heads report to the CEO. The CEO and the five Heads of Campus, the Group 

Head of Academics and Innovation, and the Group Head of Transformation, Diversity and Inclusion form 

the Kyalami Schools Group Executive, the body responsible for operational matters across the KSG. In 

addition, the Group Heads of Finance, IT, Facilities Management and Marketing also attend.  

 



 

 

Governance: The Kyalami Schools NPC is governed by a Board of Non-Executive Directors who provide 

strategic leadership and execute their fiduciary duties and responsibilities. The Chief Executive Officer, 

who is an ex-officio member of the Board,  acts as liaison between the Group Exco and the Board. Ability 

to work in conjunction with a strong team of leaders is imperative  for success in this role. 

 

Looking Forward  

The CEO will assume leadership of an established family of schools which enjoy a large number of enviable 

assets and attributes.  The Board has high ambitions for the Group and is anxious to ensure that its new 

leader will see its current strength not simply  as a source of satisfaction, but as a dynamic springboard 

for further success.  

The group is financially sound, our long term ambition being outright ownership of the properties on 

which we operate and then  the potential expansion of our Group of Schools.   

Other key Kyalami Schools strategic goals are:  

● Growing our pupil numbers to capacity, with the continuation of the expansion to a 5th stream at 

Beaulieu College in 2023. 

● Completion of sports facilities and roll out of the KSG Group Sports Strategy. 

● Improving our corporate branding, reputation, relationships and communication.  

● Achieving academic, cultural and sporting excellence.  

● Strengthening of our Thinking Schools methodology as part of our balanced learning approach; 

and  

● Growing our already strong use of Google Classroom and Chromebook technology as a tool for 

teaching and learning.  

The Role  

Main Purpose  

The CEO is responsible for developing and executing the vision, as mandated by the Board of Directors, 

whilst adhering to  policies, achieving goals, and assisting the Board in fulfilling its responsibilities. In 

addition, the CEO leads, guides and supports the daily operational management of the Group.  

Key Responsibilities  

● Serve as an ex-officio member of the Board of Directors;  

● Spearhead the Group’s strategic thrust; 

● Further implement the Group-wide Performance Management System developed in 2022;  

● Oversee all operations of the Group and report to the Board of Directors;  

● Assist the Board of Directors with ongoing review and renewal of policies, codes and procedures; 

● Negotiate, on behalf of the Board when duly authorised to do so, all service contracts, orders, 

licences, or other agreements of a special nature unless the signing is expressly limited by the 

approved Delegation of Authority Framework; 

● Oversee all functions of the Group including business development, marketing, admissions, 

financial matters, HR, communications, facilities, administration and operations  

● Work with the Chairperson to draw up the agenda and structure for Quarterly Board meetings;  

● Oversee the development of the annual budget and then implement same; 

● Meet targets set by the Board in educational, financial and operational spheres; 

● Build on the traditions and achievements of the past 25 years, preserving the family spirit of the 

Group, while confidently leading  Kyalami Schools in pursuit of excellence and a new phase of 

development;            



 

 

● Gain the campus Heads’ commitment and involvement in defining how the vision translates into 

practice; 

● Oversee the development and maintenance of the Group’s facilities; and 

● Maintain a strong and positive relationship with the Board of Directors, Exco team, staff, pupils, 

parents and external  stakeholders. 

 

Job Description  

The responsibilities and expected outcomes of the role of CEO of Kyalami Schools will be:  

Leadership  

● Lead, support and develop the Executive team;  

● Build, communicate and execute a shared vision which is understood and acted upon effectively 

by all stakeholders;  

● Ensure the effective distribution of work;  

● Ensure that all staff are held accountable for the achieving of the KSG Strategic Goals; and 

● Foster good links and relations with parents, the community, key partners and external 

stakeholders.  

Mission, Policy and Planning  

● Assist the Board in continually refining the KSG’s vision, mission, and strategic goals;  

● Monitor and evaluate the Group’s relevance to the community, its effectiveness and its 

performance results; 

● Maintain good relations with the Board and keep them apprised and informed on the status of 

the KSG;  

● Drive the implementation of the strategic plan into detailed annual business and work plans and 

ensure all performance  targets are met;  

● Ensure that the Group’s organisational structure, executive team and staff are aligned to 

implement the strategic and annual business plans; 

● Formulate Group policies for review and approval by the Board, and ensure that these are aligned 

to legal and regulatory  requirements; and 

● Develop and implement a sound marketing and admissions strategy for the Group.  

Management and Administration  

● Provide general oversight of all activities of the Kyalami Schools Group, assure a smoothly 

functioning, efficient  organisation; 

● Assure organisational stability through development and implementation of standards and 

controls, systems and  procedures, and regular evaluation thereof;  

● Assure a work environment that attracts, retains and supports high quality staff;  

● Lead, guide, direct and evaluate the work of the five Heads of Campus; 

● Maintain awareness of both the external and internal competitive landscape, opportunities for 

expansion, catchment  markets, new developments and standards; and 

● Implement strategies that build capacity and competence within the schools.  

Financial Management and Legal Compliance  

● Oversee the financial activities of the Group including budgeting, reporting and auditing; 

● Secure the growth of the Group’s fee income base;  

● Drive the Group’s property ownership model; and 

● Monitor compliance at all levels and across all campuses. 

 

 



 

 

The Person  

 

Essential requirements  

● A relevant degree or equivalent, combined with knowledge and experience in educational 

management and governance, preferably complemented with the requisite business acumen; 

● High motivation, enthusiasm and exceptional spoken and written communication skills; 

● Preferably a minimum of eight years’ experience in managing and leading a high-performance 

organisation entailing strategic planning, community engagement and operations; and 

● Sufficient commercial nous to oversee execution of the Group’s budgeting and commercial 

strategy.  

Attributes  

The ideal candidate:  

● Is a highly skilled strategic thinker; 

● Is people-focused and goal-driven;  

● Is action-oriented and innovative; 

● Understands global trends and opportunities; 

● Is energetic with well-developed intellectual skills;  

● Is able to lead, manage and inspire a high performance team;  

● Can inspire, influence and enable others to self-actualise;  

● Has excellent written and spoken communication skills;  

● Can integrate and coordinate diverse areas of management; 

● Can manage continuity, change and transition; 

● Is well attuned and supportive of SA’s transformation agenda;  

● Embraces diversity and respects a wide range of faiths and beliefs; 

● Has high ethics and integrity; 

● Is approachable, available and involved;  

● Is community service oriented; and 

● Remains focused on excellence with humility and a service-oriented demeanour  

Remuneration Package  

● Market related, and commensurate with experience; 

● Membership of a long-term savings plan (LTSP) – Pension Fund; 

● Subsidised schooling for their own children; and 

● Performance-based incentive scheme. 

  



 

 

 

How to Apply  

To apply for the position of CEO, please submit the following documents:  

● A detailed Candidate Brief for the CEO position is posted on the KSG website. Candidates are 

advised to read this before preparing their application; 

● A letter of interest indicating reasons for your application, setting out how you meet the 

requirements for the role; 

● A current curriculum vitae;  

● Names and contact details of at least three contactable referees, one of whom should be your 

current or most recent  employer; 

● Referees will not be approached until the final stages and not without prior permission from 

candidates; and  

● Proof of current remuneration.   

Please submit the completed application to: 

Dr Herb Chikwanda, 

The Chair of the Board,  

Kyalami Schools Group 

using the email address: CEOapplication@kyalamischools.org.  

Your application will be acknowledged and evaluated against the selection criteria. Application 

material will be treated confidentially. Only suitably qualified and experienced applicants will be 

considered for this position.   

Reference Checks  

The Kyalami Schools Group is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children, and 

applicants must be willing  to undergo child protection screening appropriate to the post, including 

checks with past employers, police clearance and the sexual offenders register.  

Application Timeline  

● Advertise: 4 July - 15 July 2022 

● Closing Date: 15 July 2022 

● Shortlisting: 18/19 July 2022 

● First Round of Interviews: 21/22 July 2022 

● Possible Final Round of Interviews: 28/29 July 2022 

● Announcement of Appointment: 5 August 2022 

● Date of Engagement: Negotiable 

 

 


